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NOTES Telling the Great Story 

• Throughout the Bible, at crucial turning points, the whole

story is reviewed.
• Before entering the Promised Land
• Upon return from the exile
• Before the ascension
• At the beginning of the Church

• The vast majority of the text of the Bible is narrative.

However, the Bible is not merely made up of many short and

disconnected stories. It is one sweeping tale of God

revealing Himself as He redeems the world.

• People are designed to understand and resonate with

stories. Postmodern culture has placed a great emphasis on

narrative. Learning to find and connect with people through

the narrative of the Bible may help in a dialogue with post

modernist people.

• People have dueling desires: to be the center of all things

and to live for something greater than ourselves. This class

will help us sort out these desires in the light of Christ.

• In order to have a whole understanding of the Bible we must

understand the Bible as a whole.

How well do you know the events of the Bible? 

Without referring to the timeline on the inside cover of the handbook, try 

to order these biblical events/periods/people using numbers 1-17. 

_l_ Creation 

_ _  Isaac, Jacob, Joseph 

_ _  Israel under the Judges 

Abraham 

_ _  Israel's United Kingdom 

The Exodus 

_ _  Church Age 

The Flood 

__ll_ End Times

_ _  Israel's Divided Kingdom 

Tower of Babel 

_ _  Life of Jesus 

Israel in the Wilderness 

Intertestamental Period 

The Fall 

_ _  Conquering the Promised Land 

Israel in Exile 
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Use this space to chart the patriarchs. 

Abraham 
married 

[...,
_____

_ ]
mar ied 

Leah Esau 
Rachel 
------

Bilhah 1. Reuben
Zilpah 

2. Simeon
3. Levi
4. Judah
5. Dan
6. Naphtali
7. Gad
8. Asher
9. Issachar
10. Zebulun
11. Joseph
12. Benjamin

EXODUS 
EXODUS 1-15 

• About 430 years later the 70 people who came down with Jacob in 
Genesis has grown into more than 2 million.

• A new pharaoh comes to power and is intimidated by the number
of Hebrews and does not know ( or perhaps know of) Joseph. He
enslaves people into manual labor building storage cities. There is 
a rapid population increase of the Hebrews. A campaign begins to
kill off male Hebrew babies.

• A child is born, hidden from the murderous Egyptians, rescued by
a daughter of the pharaoh, and raised among Egyptian royalty.
Pharaoh's daughter names him Moses.
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NOTES 
• Around age 40, Moses comes to reject the Egyptian identity and

seeks to support his Hebrew people. Upon seeing a Hebrew abused,

Moses kills the Egyptian slave-master and then flees Egypt after he

realizes the murder is known about. He goes into the wilderness of

Sinai and works for a herder named Jethro, marrying Jethro's

daughter, Zipporah.

• At a mountain called Horeb, Moses encounters God speaking amidst
a burning bush that doesn't burn up. God tells him to return to tell 

Pharaoh to free God' people. After some resistance, Moses goes, 

meeting his brother Aaron along the way as he has been sent by

God to Moses.

• Aaron and Moses speak to Pharaoh but water down God's message,
omitting God's warning about killing Pharaoh's firstborn son if he

didn't relent and asking only three days away to worship God. 

Pharaoh responds by putting harsher working conditions on the Isra

elites.

• God re-affirms His promise he originally made to Abraham (Exodus
6:2-9).

• Moses and Aaron return and contend with Pharaoh's magicians.
Upon refusing to release the Israelites, a succession of nine 

preliminary plagues hit Egypt, each corresponding to an Egyptian

The Tun Plagu:?s on Egypt and the Egyptians Gods Disgraced by Them 

I. 
3. Gnats/Lice 

� 

Nile watez turned to blood 
---

Apis, his, Khnum 
Set t 

4. F1ie:s: 

Re, Uatchit (possibly) 

5. Death of Livestock 6. Boils 7. Hail 

-- --
- -

Hathor, Apis Sekhmet, Sunn, Isis Nut. Osiris, Set 

9. Darkness 10. Death of Firstborn 

- - --
Ra, Horus, Nut. Hathor Min, Heqet, his, Pilar-

oah's son himself 

• Pharaoh is warned of another plague in which the firstborn will be
killed. He continues to refuse and God tells Moses that now the

refusal is part of His plan to punish Egypt show and His strength

over them.

• Before the night of the plague, God institutes the Passover (called
that because the punishment "passes over" those with a sacrificial

lamb's blood marking the doors of their homes). An angel kills the

firstborn of any house without the blood.

• Upon the death of the firstborn, the Egyptians urge the Israelites to 
leave, giving them treasures. Some non-Israelites depart with them,

probably from various ethnicities.

• Pharaoh changes his mind and has his armies pursue Israel who
escapes at the parting of the Red Sea and heads into the Sinai

Peninsula.

• Despite their complaining, God provides food and water for the
people, Moses reunites with his wife and her father, and the people

come to Horeb, also known to us as Mount Sinai.
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WILDERNESS 

EX. 16-DT. 32 

• Moses goes up on the mountain after the people see and hear God's presence there. They decide they want
Moses to go as their representative because they fear the voice of God.

• The ten commandments are given to the people and the priests encounter God. Israel agrees to obey God.
Moses goes back up the mountain for forty days for the details of the law to be revealed. During this time, the

people use the gold from the Egyptians to forge a golden calf idol. God tells Moses, who goes down and both

punishes people and offers himself in their place if God will withhold the punishment He is threatening: to kill

the Hebrews and begin forming a new people from Moses. God reconfirms His covenant to the people

• He goes back up the mountain for 40 more days of revelation.

17 

NOTES 
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KINGS OF JUDAH KINGS OF ISRAEL 

[ Josiah (640-609) ] 

[ Jehoahaz (609) ] 

[ Jehoiakim (609-597) ] 

[ Jehoiachin (597) ] 

[ Zedekiah (597-586) ] 
Fall of Judah to Babylon 

LIIJ 
READING 

THE STORY 

Feeling 
the Frus

tration 

586BC 

If you were to read the books describing the reigns of 

Israel and Judah's kings you would quickly realize 

that the account is redundant. Over and over and 

over again the kings lead the people away from God 

(with very few exceptions). This period is several 

hundred years long. You should allow yourself to feel 

frustrated or desperate as you read it. Feeling these 

things may help you identify with what God or any of 

His faithful people were feeling. It will also allow you 

to see God's patience with them. 

EXILE 
II KINGS 17-25, 

EZEKIEL. JEREMIAH, 

ESTHER, DANIEL. 

II CHRON. 36 

The Exile is not a single event but a time period in Israel's history 

that occurred in stages first in Israel and then in Judah a century 

later. 
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Ruth 
Noah 
Paul 
Abraham 
Malachi 
Rehoboam 
Isaac 
Elijah 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

• 

Jacob 
Hezekiah 
Samuel 
Saul 
Solomon 
Peter 
Joseph 
Moses 

9. 

10. -----------

11. -----------

12. -----------

13. -----------

14. -----------

15. -----------

16. -----------

Reflection Questions 

John the Baptist 
David 
Elisha 
Daniel 
Joshua 
Esther 
Eve 
Nehemiah 

17. -----------

18. -----------

19. -----------

20. -----------

21. -----------

22. -----------

23. -----------

24. -----------

• 

48 

A. What is something that seems important to God in the story-line of Scripture that has not been very important to
you?

B. Do you see anything in the overall Bible's story that changes or expands your view of God?

C. Is there a part of the story that's difficult for you to accept or make sense of?

D. Is there a part of the story you'd like to know more about?

rn-ed ·i,z -eqsn3 ·91 -enqsof "8 
iaiad ·sz q-efn3 ·91 sasow "L 

isnd-es: aqi uqof ·zz urnoqoqati: ·i,1 qdasof ·9 
!ll::>-eJ-ew ·1z UOUIOlOS "81 qo::>-ef ·g 

q-e!lllaqaN ·oz pJA-ea ·z1 ::>-e-esI ·i, 
iaqis3 "61 rn-es ·u UIBqBI<nf 0£ 
l8!UBQ "81 1anUIBS "Ql q-e0N ·z 

l{B!:>J:aZaH . L l qinti: "6 aA.3 ·1 

Put these biblical characters in order. Answers are below. 
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• As a whole, Israel was called God's priests to the nations (Ex. 19:6; I
Kings 8:41-43). Jesus calls all people to Himself and mediates

between them and God the Father (Is. 55:4-5; Eph. 2: 15; I Tim. 2:5).

Gentiles 

• Twice Jesus drives money changers out of the Temple because they
are perverting the purpose of the Temple as a house of prayer for

all nations. (More on this in the End Times chapter.)

• Jesus has brief interactions with other nations but says He is sent to
Israel. (e.g. the Syrophoenician woman and the Roman centurion.)

• When Jesus is interacting with Pontius Pilate, God is interacting with
the representative of Gentile world power.

• Jesus sends out the twelve Apostles to preach about Him to the
Jews. He later sends seventy (or perhaps seventy-two) disciples to

the Gentile areas. Twelve is the number of the tribes of Israel. Sev

enty is the number of nations in Genesis 10 and was a number the

Jews associated with the nations/Gentiles.

• Jesus says that the Gospel will be preached to all nations before the
end comes (Matt. 24: 14; Mk. 13: 10). He will judge the nations justly

(Ps. 96: 10; Matt. 25).

lllJ 
READING 

THE STORY 

Representation 

When we looked at the events of the Old 

Testament we saw that a single person may 

represent their entire group. An individual can 

even change the status or direction of their 

entire group or their descendants. In order to 

be a legitimately representative, one must be a 

part of that group. But representation is perhaps 

not a strong enough term. This is more than an 

elected representative speaking on behalf of 

constituents; it is closer to the idea of a part 

embodying or summing up the whole. 

This is not seen only in people but also in institutions. The diagram on 

the next page shows several instances of a whole being summed up 

in increasingly small portions and embodied in a central 

representative portion. Jesus embodies and supersedes the whole 

and each of these things is resolved at the cross. 
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New Outcome 

• There are some things Jesus experienced so that we never have to.

• Can you list some?

• By taking on our identity and status, Jesus is able to re-route our
story. He does so by living in a new direction and inviting us to
partake in His identity. Let's look at some examples:

• Adam:
• Human outcome:

• New outcome under Jesus:

• Israel:
• Human outcome:

• New outcome under Jesus:

• Death:
• Human outcome:

• New outcome under Jesus:

What is required to partake in the outcome Jesus has set? 

What is the difference between trying to live by what Jesus says and 
living in light of what He has accomplished? 

Why is the resurrection essential to the gospel message? 
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NOTES Amplifying Echoes 

Something to note especially on types is that the type can repeat and 

become more significant each time, like an echo that becomes louder 

each time we hear it. 

91 

Note that while the significance of a biblical element may become 

greater, the actual historical events may appear to decrease in scale 

(e.g. Moses delivering the Law at Sinai appears more "epic" than Jesus 

giving the Sermon on the Mount, or two million Israelites going into 

the wilderness may appear greater than Jesus going into the 

wilderness). 

Result 

for 

Church 

Using the account of God's people going from Egypt to the 

Promised Land, identify which of the Seven Ways we can 

point to Christ and how we see amplification. 

Finding the Hero of the Story 

In a story, how do you identify the hero/protagonist? 

What happens when we identify a biblical character as the hero? 

In what ways could we be doing this? 
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Principles 
(moral truth transcending time and culture) 

Person 
(Christ defining and the Spirit empowerin 

obedience) 

I Practices: 
What a person 

I Concrete actions 
in the Bible did 

or taught I by which the 

I 
Church embodies 

I 
the principle 

If we are looking only for practices, we will miss the person of Jesus. 

We will also miss who God has made us. Identity is the "why" and 

behavior is the "what," so don't fail to look for who God is and who we 

are. 

t:tl WhatGod 
� does 

;S. 
0 
"1 

Who God is Defines Who God's people are l)
i C'fq 

'�.s 

What God's 
people do 

Because biblical characters fall short, James A. Sanders writes, "Most 

biblical texts must be read, not by looking in them for models for 

morality, but by looking in them for mirrors for identity." 

We can look at biblical characters in Scripture but we need not look to

them. Look to Jesus and lead others to look to Him as well. 

Guidelines for studying biblical people: 

If typology amplifies in meaning until it arrives at Jesus, we need not 

look to biblical types for ultimate meaning for us. Half-cooked food 

just isn't as good. 

So what do we do with people in the Bible? Are they of no value 

because they are not Christ? No, but we must remember that we can 

look at them for who they are, but we look to only Christ because of 

who He is. 

• We look at biblical people to identify with them, but we look to 
Christ to identify with us.
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Risks 

There are several risks when we take on the task of studying 

Scripture with Christ at the center. However, we must take risks if we 

are to change and grow. 

• We risk "flattening the Bible" by making all passages say the
same thing: the basic gospel salvation message.

• We risk becoming passive, detaching what Jesus did on our
behalf from what He calls us to do on His behalf.

• We risk twisting all passages into something they are not: plot
devices, types, or other shadows of Christ.

• We risk cutting the Bible's story short, not seeing all the way to
Christ coming again and His eternal reign.

Are there other risks you see in attempting to study the Bible with 

Christ as the center? 

Take any passage (portion of Scripture) of your choice and use 

it to fill in the framework to see what you find in that passage. 

If you are able, try it with an Old and a New Testament 

passage. 

Use a separate piece of paper in order to give yourself as 

much room as you need to write fully what you see in your 

chosen passage. 

97 
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Reframing My Story 

Use the chart to plot the major points in your life story. Use the line as a baseline, plotting more difficult events 

and seasons below the line and more joyful events and seasons above the line. 

Birth to 10 11-15 16-20

21-30 31-40 41-50

51-60 61-70 71-80

• Did Jesus ever experience any of the difficulties you've experienced? Think of this in general terms such as
betrayal, pain, fear, etc.

• Looking back on your life so far, how do you see God faithfully working things for good?

• What aspect(s) of your identity bestowed by God most strongly speak to your life story?

103 
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